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Genetic Programming
This book links the emerging concepts of complexity,
complex adaptive system (CAS) and resilience to
forest ecology and management. It explores how
these concepts can be applied in various forest
biomes of the world with their different ecological,
economic and social settings, and history. Individual
chapters stress different elements of these concepts
based on the specific setting and expertise of the
authors. Regions and authors have been selected to
cover a diversity of viewpoints and emphases, from
silviculture and natural forests to forest restoration,
and from boreal to tropical forests. The chapters show
that there is no single generally applicable approach
to forest management that applies to all settings. The
first set of chapters provides a global overview of how
complexity, CAS and resilience theory can benefit
researchers who study forest ecosystems. A second
set of chapters provides guidance for managers in
understanding how these concepts can help them to
facilitate forest ecosystem change and renewal (adapt
or self-organize) in the face of global change while
still delivering the goods and services desired by
humans. The book takes a broad approach by
covering a variety of forest biomes and the full range
of management goals from timber production to
forest restoration to promote the maintenance of
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quality of water, or carbon storage.
Complexity and Industrial Clusters
A novel, integrated approach to understanding longterm human history, viewing it as the long-term
evolution of human information-processing. This title
is also available as Open Access.

Complex Adaptive Innovation Systems
The domain of nonlinear dynamical systems and its
mathematical underpinnings has been developing
exponentially for a century, the last 35 years seeing
an outpouring of new ideas and applications and a
concomitant confluence with ideas of complex
systems and their applications from irreversible
thermodynamics. A few examples are in meteorology,
ecological dynamics, and social and economic
dynamics. These new ideas have profound
implications for our understanding and practice in
domains involving complexity, predictability and
determinism, equilibrium, control, planning,
individuality, responsibility and so on. Our intention is
to draw together in this volume, we believe for the
first time, a comprehensive picture of the manifold
philosophically interesting impacts of recent
developments in understanding nonlinear systems
and the unique aspects of their complexity. The book
will focus specifically on the philosophical concepts,
principles, judgments and problems distinctly raised
by work in the domain of complex nonlinear
dynamical systems, especially in recent years.
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-Comprehensive
coverage of all main theories in the
philosophy of Complex Systems -Clearly written
expositions of fundamental ideas and concepts
-Definitive discussions by leading researchers in the
field -Summaries of leading-edge research in related
fields are also included

An Introduction to Self-adaptive Systems
This volume contains the proceedings of the
international conference "Complexity and Industrial
Clusters: Dynamics and Models in Theory and
Practice", organized by Fondazione Comunita e
Innovazione and held in Milan on June 19 and 20,
2001 under the aegis of the Accademia Nazionale dei
Lincei (founded in Rome in 1604), one of the oldest
and most famous national academies of science in the
world. Fondazione Comunita e Innovazione
encourages research and the dissemination of
knowledge about social, economic, cultural and civil
issues. It promotes research and innovation related to
local production systems and industrial districts, with
special reference to: the interactions between large
companies and SMEs (small and medium-size
enterprises), the effects of industrial districts on the
development and welfare of their communities and of
neighbouring areas, the effects of globalisation on
these local systems of productions. Fondazione
Comunita e Innovazione was created in Milan in 1999.
It supports studies, publications, and events, both on
its own and in cooperation with corporations, research
institutes, foundations, associations and universities.
It also grants scientific sponsorship to research that is
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mission, as set forth in its by-laws. The
founding member of the Fondazione is Edison
(formerly Monted:son). The other subscribing
members, in historical order, are: Ausimont,
Tecnimont, Eridania, Accenture, and
PricewaterhouseCoopers.

Applications of Complex Adaptive
Systems
foreword by Hermann Haken For the past twenty
years Scott Kelso's research has focused on extending
the physical concepts of self- organization and the
mathematical tools of nonlinear dynamics to
understand how human beings (and human brains)
perceive, intend, learn, control, and coordinate
complex behaviors. In this book Kelso proposes a
new, general framework within which to connect
brain, mind, and behavior.Kelso's prescription for
mental life breaks dramatically with the classical
computational approach that is still the operative
framework for many newer psychological and
neurophysiological studies. His core thesis is that the
creation and evolution of patterned behavior at all
levels--from neurons to mind--is governed by the
generic processes of self-organization. Both human
brain and behavior are shown to exhibit features of
pattern-forming dynamical systems, including
multistability, abrupt phase transitions, crises, and
intermittency. Dynamic Patterns brings together
different aspects of this approach to the study of
human behavior, using simple experimental examples
and illustrations to convey essential concepts,
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strategies,
methods, with a minimum of
mathematics. Kelso begins with a general account of
dynamic pattern formation. He then takes up
behavior, focusing initially on identifying patternforming instabilities in human sensorimotor
coordination. Moving back and forth between theory
and experiment, he establishes the notion that the
same pattern-forming mechanisms apply regardless
of the component parts involved (parts of the body,
parts of the nervous system, parts of society) and the
medium through which the parts are coupled. Finally,
employing the latest techniques to observe
spatiotemporal patterns of brain activity, Kelso shows
that the human brain is fundamentally a pattern
forming dynamical system, poised on the brink of
instability. Self-organization thus underlies the
cooperative action of neurons that produces human
behavior in all its forms.

Complex Adaptive Systems
Explores a new approach to studying language as a
complex adaptive system, illustrating its
commonalities across many areas of language
research Brings together a team of leading
researchers in linguistics, psychology, and complex
systems to discuss the groundbreaking significance of
this perspective for their work Illustrates its
application across a variety of subfields, including
languages usage, language evolution, language
structure, and first and second language acquisition
"What a breath of fresh air! As interesting a collection
of papers as you are likely to find on the evolution,
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use of language from the point of view
of both cognitive underpinnings and communicative
functions." Michael Tomasello, Max Planck Institute
for Evolutionary Anthropology

The Mind, The Brain And Complex
Adaptive Systems
Elements of Artificial Neural Networks provides a
clearly organized general introduction, focusing on a
broad range of algorithms, for students and others
who want to use neural networks rather than simply
study them. The authors, who have been developing
and team teaching the material in a one-semester
course over the past six years, describe most of the
basic neural network models (with several detailed
solved examples) and discuss the rationale and
advantages of the models, as well as their limitations.
The approach is practical and open-minded and
requires very little mathematical or technical
background. Written from a computer science and
statistics point of view, the text stresses links to
contiguous fields and can easily serve as a first
course for students in economics and management.
The opening chapter sets the stage, presenting the
basic concepts in a clear and objective way and
tackling important -- yet rarely addressed -- questions
related to the use of neural networks in practical
situations. Subsequent chapters on supervised
learning (single layer and multilayer networks),
unsupervised learning, and associative models are
structured around classes of problems to which
networks can be applied. Applications are discussed
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algorithms. A separate chapter takes
up optimization methods. The most frequently used
algorithms, such as backpropagation, are introduced
early on, right after perceptrons, so that these can
form the basis for initiating course projects.
Algorithms published as late as 1995 are also
included. All of the algorithms are presented using
block-structured pseudo-code, and exercises are
provided throughout. Software implementing many
commonly used neural network algorithms is
available at the book's website. Transparency
masters, including abbreviated text and figures for
the entire book, are available for instructors using the
text.

Signals and Boundaries
A concise and practical introduction to the
foundations and engineering principles of selfadaptation Though it has recently gained significant
momentum, the topic of self-adaptation remains
largely under-addressed in academic and technical
literature. This book changes that. Using a systematic
and holistic approach, An Introduction to Self-adaptive
Systems: A Contemporary Software Engineering
Perspective provides readers with an accessible set of
basic principles, engineering foundations, and
applications of self-adaptation in software-intensive
systems. It places self-adaptation in the context of
techniques like uncertainty management, feedback
control, online reasoning, and machine learning while
acknowledging the growing consensus in the software
engineering community that self-adaptation will be a
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enabling
feature in tackling the challenges of
new, emerging, and future systems. The author
combines cutting-edge technical research with basic
principles and real-world insights to create a practical
and strategically effective guide to self-adaptation. He
includes features such as: An analysis of the
foundational engineering principles and applications
of self-adaptation in different domains, including the
Internet-of-Things, cloud computing, and cyberphysical systems End-of-chapter exercises at four
different levels of complexity and difficulty An
accompanying author-hosted website with slides,
selected exercises and solutions, models, and code
Perfect for researchers, students, teachers, industry
leaders, and practitioners in fields that directly or
peripherally involve software engineering, as well as
those in academia involved in a class on selfadaptivity, this book belongs on the shelves of
anyone with an interest in the future of software and
its engineering.

Exam Prep for: Complex Adaptive
Systems ; An Introduction
"This book provides an estimable global view of the
most up-to-date research on the strategies,
applications, practice, and implications of complex
adaptive systems, to better understand the various
critical systems that surround human life.
Researchers will find this book an indispensable stateof-art reference"--Provided by publisher.

A Framework for Assessing Effects of the
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This book is an introduction to health care as a
complex adaptive system, a system that feeds back
on itself. The first section introduces systems and
complexity theory from a science, historical,
epistemological, and technical perspective, describing
the principles and mathematics. Subsequent sections
build on the health applications of systems science
theory, from human physiology to medical decision
making, population health and health services
research. The aim of the book is to introduce and
expand on important population health issues from a
systems and complexity perspective, highlight current
research developments and their implications for
health care delivery, consider their ethical
implications, and to suggest directions for and
potential pitfalls in the future.

Complex Enterprise Architecture
This book provides a comprehensive introduction to
the computational material that forms the
underpinnings of the currently evolving set of brain
models. It is now clear that the brain is unlikely to be
understood without recourse to computational
theories. The theme of An Introduction to Natural
Computation is that ideas from diverse areas such as
neuroscience, information theory, and optimization
theory have recently been extended in ways that
make them useful for describing the brains programs.
This book provides a comprehensive introduction to
the computational material that forms the
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underpinnings
of the currently evolving set of brain
models. It stresses the broad spectrum of learning
models--ranging from neural network learning
through reinforcement learning to genetic
learning--and situates the various models in their
appropriate neural context. To write about models of
the brain before the brain is fully understood is a
delicate matter. Very detailed models of the neural
circuitry risk losing track of the task the brain is trying
to solve. At the other extreme, models that represent
cognitive constructs can be so abstract that they lose
all relationship to neurobiology. An Introduction to
Natural Computation takes the middle ground and
stresses the computational task while staying near
the neurobiology.

Manufacturing Systems and
Technologies for the New Frontier
""Growing Artificial Societies" is a milestone in social
science research. It vividly demonstrates the potential
of agent-based computer simulation to break
disciplinary boundaries. It does this by analyzing in a
unified framework the dynamic interactions of such
diverse activities as trade, combat, mating, culture,
and disease. It is an impressive achievement." -Robert Axelrod, University of Michigan How do social
structures and group behaviors arise from the
interaction of individuals? "Growing Artificial
Societies" approaches this question with cutting-edge
computer simulation techniques. Fundamental
collective behaviors such as group formation, cultural
transmission, combat, and trade are seen to "emerge"
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few simple rules. In their program, named
Sugarscape, Epstein and Axtell begin the
development of a "bottom up" social science that is
capturing the attention of researchers and
commentators alike. The study is part of the 2050
Project, a joint venture of the Santa Fe Institute, the
World Resources Institute, and the Brookings
Institution. The project is an international effort to
identify conditions for a sustainable global system in
the next century and to design policies to help
achieve such a system. "Growing Artificial Societies"
is also available on CD-ROM, which includes about 50
animations that develop the scenarios described in
the text. "Copublished with the Brookings Institution"

Managing Forests as Complex Adaptive
Systems
Introduces machine learning and its algorithmic
paradigms, explaining the principles behind
automated learning approaches and the
considerations underlying their usage.

Elements of Artificial Neural Networks
An exploration of how approaches that draw on
evolutionary theory and complexity science can
advance our understanding of economics. Two widely
heralded yet contested approaches to economics
have emerged in recent years: one emphasizes
evolutionary theory in terms of individuals and
institutions; the other views economies as complex
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examine these two bodies of theory, exploring their
possible impact on economics. Relevant concepts
from evolutionary theory drawn on by the contributors
include the distinction between proximate and
ultimate causation, multilevel selection, cultural
change as an evolutionary process, and human
psychology as a product of gene-culture coevolution.
Applicable ideas from complexity theory include selforganization, fractals, chaos theory, sensitive
dependence, basins of attraction, and path
dependence. The contributors discuss a synthesis of
complexity and evolutionary approaches and the
challenges that emerge. Focusing on evolutionary
behavioral economics, and the evolution of
institutions, they offer practical applications and point
to avenues for future research. Contributors Robert
Axtell, Jenna Bednar, Eric D. Beinhocker, Adrian V.
Bell, Terence C. Burnham, Julia Chelen, David
Colander, Iain D. Couzin, Thomas E. Currie, Joshua M.
Epstein, Daniel Fricke, Herbert Gintis, Paul W.
Glimcher, John Gowdy, Thorsten Hens, Michael E.
Hochberg, Alan Kirman, Robert Kurzban, Leonhard
Lades, Stephen E. G. Lea, John E. Mayfield, Mariana
Mazzucato, Kevin McCabe, John F. Padgett, Scott E.
Page, Karthik Panchanathan, Peter J. Richerson, Peter
Schuster, Georg Schwesinger, Rajiv Sethi, Enrico
Spolaore, Sven Steinmo, Miriam Teschl, Peter Turchin,
Jeroen C. J. M. van den Bergh, Sander E. van der
Leeuw, Romain Wacziarg, John J. Wallis, David S.
Wilson, Ulrich Witt

Complex Adaptive Systems
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Implement
architecture projects. This book provides a new
approach to developing enterprise architecture based
on the idea of emergent behaviors—where instead of
micromanaging system implementation, the
enterprise architecture effort establishes clear goals
and leaves the details to the implementation teams.
System development efforts are measured based on
their contribution to achieving business goals instead
of implementing specific (possibly outdated)
requirements. Most enterprise architecture initiatives
employ one of the existing system architecture
frameworks such as Zachman or The Open Group
Architecture Framework, but these are not well-suited
for enterprise architecture in a modern, agile
organization. The new approach presented in this
book is based on the author’s experience with large
enterprise architecture efforts. The approach
leverages research into complex adaptive systems
and emergent behaviors, where a few simple rules
result in complex and efficient enterprise behaviors.
Simplifying the task of establishing and maintaining
the enterprise architecture cuts the costs of building
and maintaining the architecture and frees up those
resources for more productive pursuits. System
implementers are given the freedom to rapidly adapt
to changing user needs without the blessing of the
enterprise modeling priesthood, and the architecture
is transformed from a static pile of obscure models
and documents into an operational framework that
can be actively used to manage an enterprise’s
resources to better achieve business goals. The
enterprise architect is free to stop focusing on
building and maintaining models and start focusing on
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achieving
enterprise architecture on business needs by
eliminating most of the enterprise-level models
Delegate tasks to the development teams who do
system implementation Document business goals,
establish strategies for achieving those goals, and
measure progress toward those goals Measure the
results and gauge whether the enterprise architecture
is achieving its goals Utilize appropriate modeling
techniques that can be effectively used in an
enterprise architecture Who This Book Is For
Architecture practitioners and architecture managers:
Practitioners are experienced architects who have
used existing frameworks such as Zachman, and have
experience with formal architecture modeling and/or
model-based system engineering; managers are
responsible for managing an enterprise architecture
project and either have experience with enterprise
architecture projects that were ineffective or are
looking for a different approach that will be more costeffective and allow for more organizational agility.
Government program managers looking for a different
approach to make enterprise architecture more
relevant and easier to implement will also find this
book of value.

Complexity
Complex Adaptive Systems, Resilience and Security in
Cameroon comprehensively maps and analyses
Cameroon’s security architecture to determine its
resilience. The author examines the key actors
involved in Cameroon’s security and evaluates the
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organisational
structures, before analysing the
different security systems that arise from the
interplay between the two. He also shows how these
security networks can be better conceived as complex
adaptive systems, interdependent on other
environmental, economic and societal systems. In this
regard, security actors become security agents.
Finally, arguing that security should be pursed from a
resilience perspective, this book seeks to comment on
the contemporary situation in Cameroon and its
possible trajectory for the future. Providing a timely
assessment of security in Cameroon, this book will be
of interest to scholars and students of African politics
and Security Studies.

An Introduction to Genetic Algorithms
Genetic algorithms : an overview - Genetic algorithms
in problem solving - Genetic algorithms in scientific
models - Theoretical foundations of genetic
algorithms - Implementing a genetic algorithm.

This visionary reframing of health and healthcare uses
a complexity science approach to building healthcare
systems that are accessible, effective, and prepared
for change and challenges. Its holistic map for
understanding the human organism emphasizes the
interconnectedness of the individual’s physical,
psychological, cognitive, and sociocultural
functioning. Applications of this approach are
described in primary, specialist, and emergency care
and at the organizational and policy levels, from
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translating
and evaluation. In this model, the differences
between disease and illness and treating illness and
restoring health are not mere wordplay, but instead
are robust concepts reflecting real-world issues and
their solutions. Based on the Proceedings of the 1st
International Conference of Systems and Complexity
for Healthcare, topics covered include: • Coping with
complexity and uncertainty: insights from studying
epidemiology in family medicine • Anticipation in
complex systems: potential implications for improving
safety and quality in healthcare • Monitoring
variability and complexity at the bedside • Viewing
mental health through the lens of complexity science
• Ethical complexities in systems healthcare: what
care and for whom? • The value of systems and
complexity thinking to enable change in adaptive
healthcare organizations supported by informatics • If
the facts don’t fit the theory, change the theory:
implications for health system reform The Value of
Systems and Complexity Sciences for Healthcare will
interest and inspire health and disease researchers,
health professionals, health care planners, health
system financiers, health system administrators,
health services administrators, health professional
educators, and, last but not least, current and future
patients.

Adaptive Systems
Based upon a conference held in May 1993, this book
discusses the intersection of neurobiology, cognitive
psychology and computational approaches to
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Viruses as Complex Adaptive Systems
This volume traces the modern critical and
performance history of this play, one of
Shakespeare's most-loved and most-performed
comedies. The essay focus on such modern concerns
as feminism, deconstruction, textual theory, and
queer theory.

Language as a Complex Adaptive System
Leading up to the financial crisis of 2008 and
onwards, the shortcomings of traditional models of
regional economic and environmental development
had become increasingly evident. Rooted in the idea
that ‘policy’ is an encumbrance to free markets, the
stress on supply-side smoothing measures such as
clusters and an over reliance on venture capital, the
inadequacy of existing orthodoxies has come to be
replaced by the notion of Transversality. This
approach has three strong characteristics that
differentiate it from its failing predecessor. First, as
the name implies, it seeks to finesse horizontal
knowledge interactions as well as vertical ones, thus
building ‘platforms’ of industrial interaction. Secondly,
it is not a supply, but a demand side model in which
needs-driven innovation rather than pure market
competition prevails. Finally, it is ongoing through
recessionary times, being more robust than overspecialised approaches to economic growth. The
intellectual origins of Transversality lie in an
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promote eco-innovation, one of the key
hopes of assisting Western regional and national
economies to re-balance and escape recession. The
policy models of key regional exponents of the
concept are explored and their goals achievement is
assessed. An array of policy instruments and
measures is presented for hands-on policy
implementation. The book will be of vital interest to
academics as teachers and researchers as well as
policy advisers and public servants.

Introduction to Special Issue:
Smallholder Value Chains as Complex
Adaptive Systems
This book provides the first clear, comprehensive, and
accessible account of complex adaptive social
systems, by two of the field's leading authorities.
Such systems--whether political parties, stock
markets, or ant colonies--present some of the most
intriguing theoretical and practical challenges
confronting the social sciences. Engagingly written,
and balancing technical detail with intuitive
explanations, Complex Adaptive Systems focuses on
the key tools and ideas that have emerged in the field
since the mid-1990s, as well as the techniques
needed to investigate such systems. It provides a
detailed introduction to concepts such as emergence,
self-organized criticality, automata, networks,
diversity, adaptation, and feedback. It also
demonstrates how complex adaptive systems can be
explored using methods ranging from mathematics to
computational models of adaptive agents. John Miller
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show how to combine ideas from
economics, political science, biology, physics, and
computer science to illuminate topics in organization,
adaptation, decentralization, and robustness. They
also demonstrate how the usual extremes used in
modeling can be fruitfully transcended.

The Value of Systems and Complexity
Sciences for Healthcare
In this work, John Holland argues that understanding
the origin of the intricate signal/border hierarchies of
these systems is the key to answering such questions.
He develops an overarching framework for comparing
and steering cas through the mechanisms that
generate their signal/boundary hierarchies.

An Introduction to Natural Computation
How anyone can become a data ninja From the stock
market to genomics laboratories, census figures to
marketing email blasts, we are awash with data. But
as anyone who has ever opened up a spreadsheet
packed with seemingly infinite lines of data knows,
numbers aren't enough: we need to know how to
make those numbers talk. In The Model Thinker,
social scientist Scott E. Page shows us the
mathematical, statistical, and computational
models--from linear regression to random walks and
far beyond--that can turn anyone into a genius. At the
core of the book is Page's "many-model paradigm,"
which shows the reader how to apply multiple models
to organize the data, leading to wiser choices, more
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accurate
Model Thinker provides a toolkit for business people,
students, scientists, pollsters, and bloggers to make
them better, clearer thinkers, able to leverage data
and information to their advantage.

Handbook of Systems and Complexity in
Health
Abstract : Purpose: The purpose of this paper is to
introduce a new conceptual framework for
smallholder value chains based on complex adaptive
systems. Design/methodology/approach: The authors
review the application of the framework to three case
studies and explore their implications. The authors
reflect on the value of a framework based on complex
adaptive systems compared to alternative
frameworks. Findings: The authors argue that the
dynamics of smallholder value chains have received
insufficient attention. Research
limitations/implications: By focusing on these
dynamics and on the capacity for adaptation among
value chain actors the framework provides a new
perspective on smallholder value chains.
Originality/value: Complex adaptive systems provide
a useful framework for analyzing value chain
dynamics.

Organizational Conflict
For many organizations, the way in which projects are
managed is a fundamental factor in how well they can
prosper in today’s marketplace. Unfortunately, the
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current
solutions
available to companies for managing
projects are proving to be increasingly ineffective in a
complex world that is becoming more and more
dynamic and unpredictable. Organization’s pay for
this complexity in delayed time-to-market, slow
response to customer needs, and decreased
productivity. While tweaking the current project
management paradigm may provide some minimal
gains, to have a real impact requires a fundamental
change in mindset. New business models like Uber
and AirBnB show us that the most efficient operations
in today’s business environment behave like complex
adaptive systems (CAS) where self-managing
participants, following a set of simple rules, organize
themselves to solve incredibly complex problems.
Instead of trying to function like a "well-oiled
machine" where things "work like clockwork",
companies like Uber function more like an organism
that is alive and constantly changing. They fully
embrace the characteristics of a CAS. Viewing an
organization as a complex adaptive system drives a
radically new philosophy of project management that
is much better suited to the needs of the 21st-century
organization and can provide the quantum leap
improvement in project production that we are
looking for. This book exposes the assumptions
underlying the accepted paradigm of project
management, describes the common practices that
are based on those assumptions, analyzes why these
practices are unhelpful and even harmful, and
proposes an alternative, sometimes seemingly
counter intuitive approach to project management
based on CAS thinking. By the end of the book, the
reader will have a completely new perspective on the
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can be managed in their organization,
and how they can quickly start reaping the benefits
provided by a CAS-driven management methodology
and supporting toolset that is more in tune with
today’s business demands - and that turns complexity
into a competitive advantage.

Dynamic Patterns
In this book, we learn about organizational conflict,
highlighting different perspectives of conflict
resolution and conflict management in different
settings and areas, as well as different theoretical
views on this subject. The authors from Norway,
Estonia, Nigeria, Israel, USA, Slovakia, Turkey,
Finland, Uruguay, and Italy bring ideas, studies,
findings, and experiences to enhance our knowledge
in the field of organizational conflict. The book is
divided into two sections, and their respective
chapters refer to two different perspectives of study.
The first section covers Conceptual Frameworks on
Organizational Conflict, considering management and
conflict resolution, conflict in organizations as an
indicator for organizational values, organizational
trust as a conflict management tool, conflicts and
social capital, and team conflict in complex adaptive
systems. The second section deals with Empirical
Studies on Organizational Conflict, emphasizing
research on conflict resolution from the perspective of
managers and project teams, resistance to change
and conflict of interest, conflicts as a springboard for
Metallica's success, drivers of innovation deployment
affecting marketing relationships, and impacts of
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on the use of bonuses for teamwork.
Thus, we consider this book will be of interest to
readers with a diverse group of interests in different
specialties such as management, social psychology,
education, law, and sociology.

Thriving at the Edge of Chaos
Loosely speaking, adaptive systems are designed to
deal with, to adapt to, chang ing environmental
conditions whilst maintaining performance objectives.
Over the years, the theory of adaptive systems
evolved from relatively simple and intuitive concepts
to a complex multifaceted theory dealing with
stochastic, nonlinear and infinite dimensional
systems. This book provides a first introduction to the
theory of adaptive systems. The book grew out of a
graduate course that the authors taught several times
in Australia, Belgium, and The Netherlands for
students with an engineering and/or mathemat ics
background. When we taught the course for the first
time, we felt that there was a need for a textbook that
would introduce the reader to the main aspects of
adaptation with emphasis on clarity of presentation
and precision rather than on comprehensiveness. The
present book tries to serve this need. We expect that
the reader will have taken a basic course in linear
algebra and mul tivariable calculus. Apart from the
basic concepts borrowed from these areas of
mathematics, the book is intended to be self
contained.

Social Sustainability, Past and Future
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A comprehensive and hands-on introduction to the
core concepts, methods, and applications of agentbased modeling, including detailed NetLogo
examples.

Complex Adaptive Leadership
An Introduction to Agent-Based Modeling
This book emerged out of international conferences
organized as part of the AAAI Fall Symposia series,
and the Swarmfest 2017 conference. It brings
together researchers from diverse fields studying
these complex systems using CAS and agent-based
modeling tools and techniques. In the past, the
knowledge gained in each domain has largely
remained exclusive to that domain. By bringing
together scholars who study these phenomena, the
book takes knowledge from one domain to provide
insight into others. Most interesting phenomena in
natural and social systems include constant
transitions and oscillations among their various
phases – wars, companies, societies, markets, and
humans rarely stay in a stable, predictable state for
long. Randomness, power laws, and human behavior
ensure that the future is both unknown and
challenging. How do events unfold? When do they
take hold? Why do some initial events cause an
avalanche while others do not? What characterizes
these events? What are the thresholds that
differentiate a sea change from a non-event?
Complex adaptive systems (CAS) have proven to be a
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powerful
for exploring these and other related
phenomena. The authors characterize a general CAS
model as having a large number of self-similar agents
that: 1) utilize one or more levels of feedback; 2)
exhibit emergent properties and self-organization;
and 3) produce non-linear dynamic behavior.
Advances in modeling and computing technology
have led not only to a deeper understanding of
complex systems in many areas, but they have also
raised the possibility that similar fundamental
principles may be at work across these systems, even
though the underlying principles may manifest
themselves differently.

Understanding Machine Learning
How we produce and consume food has a bigger
impact on Americans' well-being than any other
human activity. The food industry is the largest sector
of our economy; food touches everything from our
health to the environment, climate change, economic
inequality, and the federal budget. From the earliest
developments of agriculture, a major goal has been to
attain sufficient foods that provide the energy and the
nutrients needed for a healthy, active life. Over time,
food production, processing, marketing, and
consumption have evolved and become highly
complex. The challenges of improving the food
system in the 21st century will require systemic
approaches that take full account of social, economic,
ecological, and evolutionary factors. Policy or
business interventions involving a segment of the
food system often have consequences beyond the
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issue
the intervention was meant to address.
A Framework for Assessing Effects of the Food System
develops an analytical framework for assessing
effects associated with the ways in which food is
grown, processed, distributed, marketed, retailed, and
consumed in the United States. The framework will
allow users to recognize effects across the full food
system, consider all domains and dimensions of
effects, account for systems dynamics and
complexities, and choose appropriate methods for
analysis. This report provides example applications of
the framework based on complex questions that are
currently under debate: consumption of a healthy and
safe diet, food security, animal welfare, and
preserving the environment and its resources. A
Framework for Assessing Effects of the Food System
describes the U.S. food system and provides a brief
history of its evolution into the current system. This
report identifies some of the real and potential
implications of the current system in terms of its
health, environmental, and socioeconomic effects
along with a sense for the complexities of the system,
potential metrics, and some of the data needs that
are required to assess the effects. The overview of
the food system and the framework described in this
report will be an essential resource for decision
makers, researchers, and others to examine the
possible impacts of alternative policies or agricultural
or food processing practices.

The Model Thinker
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Growing Artificial Societies
List of figures. Preface to the 1992 edition. Preface.
The general setting. A formal framework. lustrations.
Schemata. The optimal allocation of trials.
Reproductive plans and genetic operators. The
robustness of genetic plans. Adaptation of codings
and representations. An overview. Interim and
prospectus. Glossary of important symbols.

Complex Adaptive Systems, Resilience
and Security in Cameroon
In this Very Short Introduction, John Holland presents
an introduction to the science of complexity. Using
examples from biology and economics, he shows how
complexity science models the behaviour of complex
systems.

Adaptation in Natural and Artificial
Systems
Collected here are 112 papers concerned with new
directions in manufacturing systems, given at the
41st CIRP Conference on Manufacturing Systems. The
high-quality material includes reports of work from
both scientific and engineering standpoints.

Philosophy of Complex Systems
How complex systems theory sheds new light on the
adaptive dynamics of viral populations Viruses are
everywhere, infecting all sorts of living organisms,
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the tiniest
bacteria to the largest mammals.
Many are harmful parasites, but viruses also play a
major role as drivers of our evolution as a species and
are essential regulators of the composition and
complexity of ecosystems on a global scale. This
concise book draws on complex systems theory to
provide a fresh look at viral origins, populations, and
evolution, and the coevolutionary dynamics of viruses
and their hosts. New viruses continue to emerge that
threaten people, crops, and farm animals. Viruses
constantly evade our immune systems, and antiviral
therapies and vaccination campaigns can be
powerless against them. These unique characteristics
of virus biology are a consequence of their
tremendous evolutionary potential, which enables
viruses to quickly adapt to any environmental
challenge. Ricard Solé and Santiago Elena present a
unified framework for understanding viruses as
complex adaptive systems. They show how the
application of complex systems theory to viral
dynamics has provided new insights into the
development of AIDS in patients infected with HIV-1,
the emergence of new antigenic variants of the
influenza A virus, and other cutting-edge advances.
Essential reading for biologists, physicists, and
mathematicians interested in complexity, Viruses as
Complex Adaptive Systems also extends the analogy
of viruses to the evolution of other replicators such as
computer viruses, cancer, and languages.

Society-- a Complex Adaptive System
This book provides an introduction to the role of
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diversity
system--such as an economy or a tropical
ecosystem--consists of interacting adaptive entities
that produce dynamic patterns and structures.
Diversity plays a different role in a complex system
than it does in an equilibrium system, where it often
merely produces variation around the mean for
performance measures. In complex adaptive systems,
diversity makes fundamental contributions to system
performance. Scott Page gives a concise primer on
how diversity happens, how it is maintained, and how
it affects complex systems. He explains how diversity
underpins system level robustness, allowing for
multiple responses to external shocks and internal
adaptations; how it provides the seeds for large
events by creating outliers that fuel tipping points;
and how it drives novelty and innovation. Page looks
at the different kinds of diversity--variations within
and across types, and distinct community
compositions and interaction structures--and covers
the evolution of diversity within complex systems and
the factors that determine the amount of maintained
diversity within a system. Provides a concise and
accessible introduction Shows how diversity
underpins robustness and fuels tipping points Covers
all types of diversity The essential primer on diversity
in complex adaptive systems

Diversity and Complexity
Complex Adaptive Leadership argues leadership
should not be something only exercised by nominated
leaders. It is a complex dynamic process involving all
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engaged
in a particular enterprise. The
theoretical background to this lies in complexity
science and chaos theory - spoken and written about
in the context of leadership for the last 20 years, but
still little understood. We all seem intuitively to know
leadership 'isn't what it used to be' but we still cling to
old assumptions which look anachronistic in changing
and challenging times. Organisations and their
contexts are increasingly paradoxical and uncertain. A
broader approach to leadership is needed. Nick
Obolensky has practised leadership in the public,
private and voluntary sectors. He has also researched
it, and taught it over many years in leading business
schools. In this exciting book he brings together his
knowledge of theory, his own experience, and the
results of 15 years of research involving 1,500
executives in 40 countries around the world. The main
conclusion from that research is that the more
complex things become, the less traditional directive
leadership is needed. Those operating in the real
world, nonetheless, need ways of coping. The book is
focused on helping practitioners struggling to
interpret and react to increasingly complex events.
Arranged in four parts, it provides a number of
exercises, tools and models that will help the reader
to understand: - why the context for leadership has
changed, and why complexities in organisations have
emerged - what complexity is and what lessons can
be drawn from this emergent area of scientific study how Complex Adaptive Leadership can be exercised
in a very practical way at two levels: organisationally
and individually, and how to get more for less - the
actions that can be taken when Complex Adaptive
Leadership is applied. The book will particularly
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appeal
to practitioners
wishing to add to their
knowledge of leadership theory.

Complexity and Evolution
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